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When a patient presents to a clinician, it is vitally important for that doctor to be able to differentiate

quickly and correctly between the various diseases to which the presenting symptoms may be

attributed. French's Index of Differential Diagnosis is unparalleled in providing the clinician with

invaluable assistance in this regard. Arranged alphabetically, and based upon presenting

symptoms, the text takes the reader through a step-by-step approach to that presentation,

culminating in a description of the different diagnoses that it might represent. Where instrumental in

aiding a correct diagnosis, full colour or black and white illustrations are included throughout. The

fourteenth edition of French's Index of Differential Diagnosis offers a succinct and well-illustrated

aide-memoire that will be indispensable to trainee and established doctors in both general and

hospital practice, and an invaluable reference for the clinical undergraduate.
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.... this book has a long and distinguished pedigree but today's medic will be more persuaded by the

quality of the book, rather than it's impressive publishing history. They will not be disappointed as

this book is superb.Importantly and this is the strength of the book, is that emphasis is on the clinical

aspects of patient care rather than technology.Best of all is that the text is amazing and skilfully

comprehensive.Not only has this book got an impressive heritage, it has a good future. I would

recommend it for a department, practice or personal library.MEDIX Website



The earliest possible diagnosis of a patient's disease is desirable, and it is important for the

physician to be able to differentiate between the various diseases to which the presenting

symptoms may be due. In this respect, French's Index has no parallel. Arranged alphabetically and

based on the symptoms with which patients present to the physician, it offers a succinct and

well-illustrated aide-memoire which will be invaluable to the undergraduate in the clinical years and

to trainee and established doctors in general and hospital practice. Completely revised, with new

editors, new contributors and new illustrations, French's Index is as essential for today's doctors as

it has been for those of previous generations. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable

edition of this title.

excellent

For those who group pathologies by symptoms.

I had used this text 25 years ago and found the differential diagnoses helpful. In reviewing the

updated revised text, it does not seem as complete as needed for today's medicine. There appear

to be better resources available.

Still a very useful book like its predecessor since the 1920's!Would be better with expansion on the

basic mechanisms and scientific basis of each symptom or sign.

I purchased this item for my wife because she made me. I guess I did not want to sleep on the

couch or floor. I have no idea what's inside this item. She enjoyed using this item to study.
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